
Commercial Type Sets and (;ircir. 

Four -Tube Coto Symphonic 
Broadcast Receiver 

Extreme selectivity is obtained in this set by the use of a boilain 
wavetrap circuit. One stage of tuned R. F. is followed by 

a detector and two stage. of A. F. amplification. 
AIad1U the ,cuts en,plo, nl in the into o,xrution quickly m cat out im 

Coto Rece,rer arc (a [erference. 'Iñe same thing is tnue with 
miliar, since the couplers, variable run- the rinury -secondary' coupling. For or- 
dense", socket, and tranafornwrs h ve Binary use, the coup ing is made as light 
already I wn,e ,xpwbar among set h.., as po.ibk, being reduced only when in- 

ns. the complete outfit is new and pre- terfermtt calls for still sharper tuning. 
scuts ideas which are most interesting. The use of adjustable upling betwern 

Th ionant feature n( this rwcivcr the primary and sccaidary of the tuned 
is that it s constructed with one step of 

amplification nsnl 
H.F. transformer is always a goad idea. tuned radio frerency 

ection with a wave tap :ol that 
making it possible to obtain maximum in nn 

viable coupling is provided between the ainplifiation without causing the first 

wave trap and the antenna coupling coil, tube to break into owiblatinn. 

the secondary and its corresponding am Many experimenters and set buï Bees 

lento coil, and between the prinury and do not realise that, in a tuned R.F. re 

secondary of the tuned R.F. transform.. < ver, riming the secondary Ins the effect 
While three adjustments are added in this of tuning the primary. Therefore. if the 

way, they are not at all critical, making coupling between the primary and sec. 

it possib'e to fray, them unchanged over ondary is too tight, the tuning action of 

wide range of waste lengths and open- the secondary condenser upon the pri 
acing conditions. However. when it is mart' or plate circuit is the same as if 
necessary, these elements an to adjusted tuning were employed in the primary - 

and the shupness of tuning or the am That would, of course. cause the tube to 
plification increased accordingly. The oscillate. At the longer wavelengths, this 
wave trap for example, is very loose, effect is lardy notice, le, but at about 

coupled under normal circumstánces and, 30') meters or below. even when neutral. 
as a result, does not have a tendency to ration is employed. the adjustment be- 

absorb energy on the wavelengths being comes critical and the tendency to ouil- 
received. However. it can he brought late quite pronounced. 
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